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Introduction
The Pittsburgh Task Force on Public Algorithms came together in 2020 to study
the use of algorithms in local government. The task force is an independent body,
hosted by the University of Pittsburgh’s Institute for Cyber Law, Policy, and Security
(Pitt Cyber). We were assisted by a government advisory panel, whose members
served only in an advisory role and thus are not signatories to this report.
We approached this work with three core understandings. First, government use
of algorithms can bring many concrete benefits. Second, those same algorithms
can carry risks that can and should be guarded against. And, finally, government
acceptance and use of algorithms will likely increase in the coming years.
With these understandings in mind, we offer recommendations and best practices
for the Pittsburgh region’s governments to consider. We believe that this work
offers approaches that facilitate the transparent use of algorithms by our local
governments while still providing needed external guardrails to ensure that our
algorithmic systems do not lock in and exacerbate bias or other harms. We aimed
to facilitate a balance of mitigating potential for harm, creating an environment for
more equitable use of algorithms, and ensuring valuable innovation for the good of
the region’s residents.
Across the country, government agencies have a mixed track record of employing
algorithms. Some have used algorithms to improve on prior human-based processes and outcomes and have done so with transparency, humility, and community
participation. Some have not. However, we have not provided an evaluation of individual agency use of algorithms. Instead, this report looks to deliver concrete and
achievable recommendations that, if adopted, could serve to guide the appropriate
development and use of algorithms by governments going forward. Where local
government actors have embraced transparency and equity in the development of
algorithms, the task force looked to build upon that foundation in developing our
recommendations.
There is a growing realization that algorithms can—and in some cases do—have
extraordinary power to shape our lives, in both the private and public sectors. We
believe that this is a critical moment for our region’s governments to act. The recommendations in this report provide a meaningful path to better serve our residents
and to lead as a model for municipalities across the country in responsible use of
government algorithms.
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Executive Summary
Algorithms are already here in the Pittsburgh region’s governments. The systems
are poised to continue their growth, offering the promise of efficiency and improved
decision-making.
In the Pittsburgh region and beyond, algorithms are increasingly driving and shaping
governmental decisions with tremendous impact on our lives. Child welfare investigations, bail determinations, and a variety of other public functions more and more
depend on human-trained machines’ ability to guide outcomes. Section II of this
report provides an overview of two illustrative algorithmic systems in our region.
And yet, despite their increasing prevalence, the public often knows little about
government algorithmic systems: their goals, how they work, who designed them,
and more. Some agencies have endeavored to bring in the public, whereas others
have not.
Government agencies should want public participation and understanding of these
growing and powerful tools that harness extraordinary amounts of data. At present,
little requires our regional governmental agencies to share information about
algorithmic systems or to submit those systems to outside and public scrutiny.1
Moreover, there is evidence that some algorithmic systems can lock in and exacerbate bias and harms (especially along racial and gender lines), leading to more
inequity and injustice.2
Algorithmic systems can, however, offer significant benefits to the public: more
efficient processing of data, fewer errors in decision-making relative to humans or
perhaps even less biased decision-making, and the ability to consider vast troves of
factors and data. There are government functions where algorithmic systems can be
an improvement over human effort and/or can effectively supplement human effort
to bring better results to our region.
Against this complex backdrop, the task force endeavored to learn from our local
governments’ experiences with these systems. We observed a range of approaches
with profoundly different commitments to being transparent, engaging the public,
and obtaining outside reviews of systems.
We also sought to listen to residents, especially those in communities most likely
to be affected by governmental algorithms. Although the COVID-19 pandemic
complicated that effort, some themes emerged: a sense of being kept in the dark,
frustration that government is harnessing data to target enforcement instead of
deliver resources, and a desire for more democratic deliberation and transparency
regarding these systems. But there was also an appreciation of the promise
of algorithms.
Within this context, the Pittsburgh Task Force on Public Algorithms offers concrete
recommendations to manage the accountability of public algorithmic systems in
our region. We do so with humility, but we hope that these recommendations, if
implemented, will offer transparency into government algorithmic systems, facilitate
public participation in the development of such systems, empower outside scrutiny
of agency systems, and create an environment where appropriate systems can
responsibly flourish.
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There is no direct model for this work, although there are increasing experiments
in algorithmic accountability efforts at all levels of government across the globe.
Where we could, the task force looked to examples on which we could rely in
crafting our recommendations, with particular attention to local government actors
(such as Allegheny County’s Department of Human Services) that have a track
record of developing algorithmic tools in public view.
Section IV of the report explains the task force’s recommendations in detail. In sum,
our top-line recommendations for our region’s governments are:
• Encourage meaningful public participation, commensurate with the risk level of
the potential system.
• Involve the public in algorithmic system development plans, from the earliest
stages through any later substantive changes to the system.
• Utilize third-party reviews when the system might be higher risk.
• Procurement and contracting (including data-sharing agreements) processes
could include review to assess whether any planned procurement might include
an algorithmic system.
• Publish information about algorithmic systems on a public registry website.
• Avoid facial-recognition and related systems.
• Evaluate effectiveness of recommendations.
There is a tremendous opportunity for the region to fashion a framework for
managing and harnessing public algorithmic systems. Such actions will require
investments, ones that the task force believes are worthy of support. If we are
successful, municipalities across the country could look to this framework as a
model, positioning Pittsburgh as a leader and helping to achieve greater algorithmic
justice and accountability balanced with responsible growth.
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I. What is a Public Algorithmic System?
Throughout this report, the task force principally uses the term public algorithmic
system, defined in full as follows:

The term “public algorithmic system” means any system,
software, or process that uses computation, including those
derived from machine learning or other data-processing or
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, to aid or replace government decisions, judgments, and/or policy implementations that
impact opportunities, access, liberties, rights, and/or safety.3
Terms like “algorithms,” “artificial intelligence,” “automated decision system,”
“predictive risk model,” and “machine learning” tend to proliferate in any discussion
of governments using big data in decision-making. Many of these terms have substantial overlap and, in common usage, are used imprecisely. They are not perfectly
interchangeable, of course, and nuances in meaning can have important distinctions in understanding the tool in question.4 For the purposes of the task force’s
recommendations, however, these nuances matter less than an understanding that
governments increasingly use these tools to make or help make decisions.
The task force’s definition, which is heavily informed by Professor Rashida
Richardson’s work5, is broader than the usual definition of “algorithms,” which are
“generally regarded as the mathematical logic behind any type of system that performs tasks or makes decisions”6 or “specific sequences of steps used to accomplish
some task, especially those embedded in a computer.” 7 In other words, “algorithms”
are typically understood as problem-solving functions rather than the complete
system that might encompass an algorithmic function. For our purposes, however,
this narrow understanding of algorithms would be too limited a view. Indeed, as one
study has observed, “[T]oday’s automated decisions are not defined by algorithms
alone. Rather, they emerge from automated systems that mix human judgment,
conventional software, and statistical models, all designed to serve human goals
and purposes.” 8
The potentially broad nature of this definition could lead to capturing a wider set
of systems than intended.9 However, as described more fully in the forthcoming
recommendations of this report, the task force believes that the relevant risk of any
given system should determine the level of concern and corresponding scrutiny for
that system. In this framework, the risk-based approach that we have taken should
mitigate overbreadth concerns.
Critically, the task force and its work are focused on public algorithmic systems,
meaning those systems that governments use (including when a government actor
relies on or partners with a private algorithmic system). This excludes non-governmental systems, such as those that a prospective private employer, a social media
company, or a private health insurer might use. Moreover, the task force’s work
is focused on algorithms in government decision-making, which, irrespective of
whether it might be shaped by an algorithm, can carry risks, especially when lacking
public input and involvement. Many of the task force’s suggestions about bolstering
public participation in algorithmic system development could similarly foster trust
in government decision-making, more broadly, though this is beyond the scope of
our work.
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II. Public Algorithmic Systems in the
Pittsburgh Region
Our region has been at the forefront of applying algorithmic systems to governmental
functions.
The following sections highlight two key systems: (1) the Allegheny County
Department of Human Services (DHS) child welfare tool, the Allegheny Family
Screening Tool (AFST), in light of its prominence; the county’s transparency around
its development, deployment, and use; and the county’s efforts to secure external
evaluations and public feedback, and (2) the City of Pittsburgh’s suspended predictive
policing system, which, like in most government agencies across the country, lacked
such process measures. In developing the recommendations in this report, the task
force paid particular attention to the DHS experience with AFST and efforts to incorporate transparency and accountability into the system’s development. The task force
was impressed with DHS’s goal of a more open and consultative process, something
that has not been the norm for most government agencies across the country.
The two systems discussed below—and the other systems identified—are not an
exhaustive list of systems in use in our region; rather, they are illustrative of significant
ways that our region’s governments are turning to algorithmic systems to aid in
governmental decision-making and the processes around their adoption and use.
The task force did not endeavor to audit or scrutinize the workings of any specific
system; instead, we focused on the processes surrounding system development and
implementation to inform our recommendations.
The task force anticipates that the growth of these algorithmic tools is poised to
continue in the Pittsburgh region and beyond, bolstered by the availability of large
troves of data, the power and promise of algorithmic systems, and the recent experience of local governmental officials in developing and deploying such systems.

ALLEGHENY FAMILY SCREENING TOOL (AFST)
The AFST is an algorithmic system10 that helps child-welfare personnel assess whether
or not to “screen in” a referral for an investigation when they receive an allegation of
certain types of child maltreatment (e.g., neglect). Allegheny County DHS developed
the system, in use since August 2016, with a team from Auckland University of
Technology.
The process before adoption of the AFST required staff at a child-abuse call center
receiving referrals—that is, allegations of maltreatment—“to manually access a myriad
of data and information to help decide whether or not to investigate the allegation
(‘screen in’ and investigate or ‘screen out’ and offer relevant community resources).”11
In essence, staff had to comb through available data and then make judgment calls
about whether an investigation was warranted.
Much of the motivation behind developing the system was to better inform such
decisions made at the critical time when allegations are received, when there is often
limited information received from callers on which to base decisions, and to “reduce
variability in staff decision-making.”12 According to DHS, before the AFST, “[A]n analysis
found that 27% of highest risk cases were being screened out and 48% of the lowest
risk cases were being screened in.”13 As with nearly all child-welfare departments,
Child Protective Services does not have the resources to investigate all referrals.
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The AFST therefore looks to help determine which cases are most critical to investigate by augmenting the manual decision-making
process.
generates
1 0 01
0 111AFST
110 0 10The
0
an algorithmically indicated risk score, which is then reviewed by a screener,
who decides whether or not to screen in a referral for an investigation. The AFST
makes an adverse outcome prediction—that is, whether a child will experience
000 10 010 0 01 10 0
a placement within two years of the screening.14 Placement refers to whether a
child will be removed from the current
home situation by DHS and placed in
///////////////////////
a different environment. According to
DHS’s AFST “frequently asked questions”
“Since August 2016, the Allegheny County
document, “Only the call screener and
Department of Human Services (DHS) has used the
call screening supervisor have access to
| |Allegheny
| | | | | | | | | | | |Family
| | | | || Screening Tool (AFST) to enhance
the AFST score,” and the investigations
our child welfare call screening decision making
staff and the courts do not have access
process with the singular goal of improving child
to the AFST score.15 In other words, no
safety.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<
individual who participates in decisions
about whether children should be placed
The AFST is a predictive risk modeling tool that
in different environments currently has
rapidly integrates and analyzes hundreds of
access to scores.
data elements for each person involved in an
Underlying the AFST is the DHS “Data
Warehouse.” The county describes the
Data Warehouse as “bring[ing] together
and integrat[ing] client and service data
from a wide variety of sources both
internal and external to the County. It
was created by consolidating publicly-funded human services data (e.g.,
behavioral health, child welfare, intellectual disability, homelessness and aging)
and, over time, expanded to include data
from other sources.”16 The AFST relies
on a subset of data sources from the
Data Warehouse: child-welfare records,
jail records, juvenile-probation records,
behavioral-health records, and birth
records.17 A DHS report on the AFST’s
methodology includes in an appendix the
“full list of predictor fields used in” the
latest version of the AFST.17 DHS intends
to incorporate additional data into
AFST in the future—including data from
private insurers—with an eye toward
making the data more representative.18

allegation of child maltreatment. The tool can
rapidly integrate and analyze these data, housed in
the DHS Data Warehouse, and create a synthesized
visualization of the information. The result is a
‘Family Screening Score’ that predicts the long-term
likelihood of future involvement in child welfare.
By combining the insight gained through the score
with other traditionally gathered information, a
better prediction can be made of the long-term
likelihood that the child will need to be removed
from the home in the future.

According to the algorithm, the higher the score,
the greater the chance of future out-of-home
placement. When the score is at the highest levels,
meeting the threshold for ‘mandatory screen in,’ the
allegations in a call must be investigated. In all other
circumstances, the information summarized by the
score does not replace clinical judgment but rather
provides additional information to assist in the
call screening decision making process. The Family
Screening Score is not used to make investigative
or other child welfare decisions and is not shared
beyond call screening.”
Source: Allegheny County Family Screening Tool.

EVALUATIONS AND
TRANSPARENCY
DHS solicited proposals “to design and implement Decision Support Tools and
Predictive Analytics in Human Services” in February 2014.19 Supported by both
private philanthropic and government funds, DHS ultimately awarded a contract
to a team from Auckland University of Technology, led by the codirector of the
Centre for Social Data Analytics, Rhema Vaithianathan.20 An external member of
the vendor-selection committee, who is also a member of the task force, told us
that she looked to “center the selection based on race, bias, and DHS’s history. This
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early acknowledgement of bias and the attempts to mitigate the same in the early
design was critically important.” DHS also subjected the AFST to an external ethical
analysis,21 to which DHS provided a fulsome response.22
DHS sought to involve members of the region in the decision to use the AFST. As
part of the development, community and stakeholder meetings were held. Calling
such efforts “a priority for the County throughout the project,” DHS held a variety of
meetings and undertook efforts to bring in the public:
“The County sought input from the community through various
meetings, including six project-specific meetings. Three were held
at early stages of the project to collect feedback from key external
stakeholders and funders. DHS then held three open community
meetings where over 30 stakeholder groups (including the Courts
and the ACLU) were invited to discuss the work to date, implementation timeline and results. Additionally, DHS shared project updates
with existing community networks including the Children’s Cabinet
and the Children, Youth and Families Advisory Board, and through
the DHS Speaker Series.”23
Separate from, and concurrent with, the development of the AFST itself, DHS also
sought two related evaluations of the AFST (in addition to the ethical analysis noted
above): a process evaluation and an impact evaluation. Hornby Zeller Associates
conducted the process evaluation24, and Stanford University performed the impact
evaluation.25 Critically, the impact evaluation determined that, among other things,
the “AFST led to reductions in disparities of case opening rates between black and
white children,” an important improvement on the higher case-opening rates for
Black children pre-AFST.26 The evaluation also found increased “identification of
children determined to be in need of further child welfare intervention” and that
the AFST “did not lead to decreases in re-referral rates for children screened-out
without investigation.”27 DHS also conducted external validation of the AFST, using
data from UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, demonstrating that the children
whom the AFST identified as at highest risk were also those more likely to have
hospital visits for treatment suggestive of maltreatment.28

PREDICTIVE POLICING SYSTEM29
Beginning in 2017, the Pittsburgh Bureau of Police and the Department of
Innovation and Performance experimented with a predictive policing algorithmic
system in partnership with Carnegie Mellon University’s Metro21 (Smart Cities
Institute). That system is currently suspended—something that the task force urged
the city to do. 30 In responding to the task force’s request that the city keep the
program suspended, then-Mayor Bill Peduto wrote that he and other public safety
leaders “share your concerns about the potential for predictive policing programs to
exacerbate implicit bias and racial inequities.” 31
Despite that suspension, the task force included discussion of the system to
highlight how opaque its development and operation were, reinforcing the need for
meaningful public involvement in algorithmic system development in our region.
Of course, the public might weigh the expected benefits and risks of such a
system and ultimately support it—but that is impossible without insights into the
system, its workings, its data, and avenues for participation. Several members
of the task force found the initial reported results of the system compelling (and
a likely improvement over the legacy, human-based decision-making that the
system was complementing), whereas others had significant concerns about the
data used or related issues. All, however, agreed that the lack of transparency
R E P O R T O F T H E P I T T S B U R G H TA S K F O R C E O N P U B L I C A L G O R I T H M S
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and public accountability justified the program’s suspension. Such opacity seems
to be far too common across the country, especially in policing applications of
000 10 010 0 01 10 0
algorithmic systems.
Before the program’s
suspension, the system
was implemented citywide (in both residential
areas and business
districts). The funding
for the partnership with
Metro21 ended at the end
of 2019. According to a
since-removed posting on
the Metro21 website:

///////////////////////

“The team developed a predictive analytics
program and policing strategy that is being used
by
| | |the
| | | | Pittsburgh
| | | | | | | | | | | ||Bureau of Police to predict crime
hot spots and prevent serious violent crimes. A
neural network model predicts locations that will
likely have crime flare-ups in the following week.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Police then use community policing approaches
to patrol and deter crime in the hot spots with the
aid of real-time crime mapping from their patrol
car laptop computers.”

Researchers behind the
Source: Wil Gorr and Daniel O’Neill, Pittsburgh Crime Hot Spot Program:
project, which began
Preventing Crime with Predictive Policing, Carnegie Mellon University
in 2017, made available
Metro21: Smart Cities Institute, https://www.cmu.edu/metro21/projects/
publicly a paper that
reducing-crime.html (accessed November 2019).
provides insights into how
the project was developed
and had been working in
practice. The initial research project intended to assess the impact of
predictive policing strategies on crime.
The subsequently developed system relied on historical reports of crimes and
911 calls to make predictions about where crime might occur in the future.
Based on the system’s predictions, Pittsburgh Police then pursued a “‘hotspot-based’ approach”: “Pittsburgh’s hot spots are 500 sq. ft. areas where
crime is likely to occur, and they can be either ‘chronic,’ meaning crime is likely
to happen there at all times, or ‘temporary,’ meaning they have occasional
spikes of crime activity.” 32 The police targeted hot spots for “treatments”—that
is, deployment of police based on the algorithmic system’s predictions.33
According to the Bureau of Police, before the program’s suspension, each
police zone had been receiving six hot spots for patrols (three chronic, three
temporary). According to the researchers, they found a 25.3% reduction in
serious violent crimes per hot spot (relative to the control hot spots).34
The project apparently relied on two data sets from a five-year period from
2011 to 2016: (1) “all 206,150 crime incidents reported by the [Pittsburgh
Bureau of Police],” which were compiled from Pittsburgh’s Automated Police
Reporting System (APRS), and (2) “information on 911 calls for assistance
to the Pittsburgh police, totaling approximately one million calls over the
five-year period of analysis.” 35 Of course, crimes that go unreported are not
included in these data.
As PostIndustrial reported in June 2019, the system’s data “include[d] three
broad sources: past crimes of the same kind as the target crime being
predicted, other kinds of past crimes which are found to be predictive of the
target crime, and 911 calls about crimes.” 36 The Bureau of Police advised the
task force that personally identifiable information, demographic data, and
officer-initiated actions (e.g., traffic stops or arrests) were not included in the
system’s data.
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EVALUATIONS AND TRANSPARENCY
The task force is not aware of any external review of the program,37 nor did the task
force identify any effort to invite the public to participate in the design of the program, to solicit opinions about its development or implementation, or to otherwise
educate the public about the system and its effects before the system went into
effect. In March 2021, one of the program’s researchers submitted a comment to
the task force, sharing access to other documents about the system.38
As with any program relying on historical crime-reporting data—which can reflect
long-standing racial and economic disparities in Pittsburgh—this predictive policing
system involves sensitive issues of policing (including the critical issue of where
to send police for potential enforcement) with implications for public safety and
fairness.

OTHER SYSTEMS
There are other instances of algorithmic systems in use in our region. County DHS
has developed a system designed to better match residents and homelessness
resources in Allegheny County39 and has introduced a program called Hello Baby
with the goal of effectively and efficiently getting available resources to infants and
families.40 As with the AFST, county DHS has made several reports available, with
others to come once completed: a methodology report,41 two ethical reviews,42 and
the DHS response to those ethical reviews.43
City algorithmic systems have included those to manage traffic lights,44 a system
that detects and locates gunshots,45 and a system that predicts risk scores for fires
at commercial properties.46 In addition, the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority is
endeavoring to use machine learning to predict the location of lead-contaminated
service lines,47 and Pittsburgh Public Schools have harnessed data to flag whether
students might be at risk of falling behind academically and to evaluate teacher
performance.
As with many jurisdictions across the country, the judiciary also uses algorithmic
systems. Since 2007, Allegheny County’s courts have used an internally developed
pretrial risk-assessment tool to aid judicial decisions about whether to confine criminal defendants before trial. Allegheny County courts also have access to the Public
Safety Assessment, developed by Arnold Ventures,48 which the courts implemented
in 2016 in parallel to the existing risk-assessment tool, and juvenile detention
decisions are shaped by the Pennsylvania Detention Risk Assessment Instrument.49
Elsewhere in the region, researchers from the University of Pittsburgh have been
exploring a system designed to predict opioid overdoses and “to identify individual
risk factors,”50 with likely application in local governments.
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III. Potential Problems with Public
Algorithmic Systems
The task force believes that government consideration of any algorithmic system
should entail (1) a comparison of that system (and its expected benefits) to the
existing human decision-making process it would supplant or supplement and (2) a
weighing of those benefits against expected or potential problems (and mitigations)
inherent in the system or its data. A weighing of these potential problems against
expected benefits and improvements over existing human decision-making might
lead policymakers to proceed with adopting algorithmic systems for some applications—but perhaps rejecting them in others. Such balancing of costs and benefits,
however, must be done with a full appreciation of all perspectives and should
include robust public involvement to improve outcomes and to engender trust.
Some algorithmic systems have the potential to perform complex tasks more
efficiently and fairly than humans.51 Proponents of these tools also point to the
potential for reducing inaccuracies, biases, and other common shortcomings of
human decision-making, and they even argue, “[W]hen algorithms are involved,
proving discrimination will be easier—or at least it should be, and can be made
to be.”52 As a leading management consultancy that often advises governmental
clients puts it, these tools can “enable governments to perform more efficiently,
both improving outcomes and keeping costs down.”53 Some argue that algorithmic
systems have “enormous potential for good,” and “could greatly improve quality of
life and help individuals meet long term goals.”54
It is no surprise then, that such public systems are growing in prevalence. Indeed,
“[A]n increasing number of government agencies are considering or starting to use
[artificial intelligence and machine learning] to improve decision making.”55 The task
force is not aware of any comprehensive and complete accounting of the numbers
of automated decision-making systems currently in use in municipalities but
anticipates that the numbers and impact will become even more significant in the
next decade, including in our region.
Yet governmental use of algorithmic systems—like any type of decision-making—
can indeed suffer from inaccuracies, misuse, and bias, as well as a host of other
problems. Some of these problems are unique to algorithmic systems and the data
on which they rely. This section will survey some of the common problems implicated by government algorithmic systems.

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS
Algorithmic systems—like the human decision-making processes they might
supplant or aid—can be problematic. Algorithmic systems can suffer from high
error rates and can lead to inequitable and biased outcomes if the underlying data
are similarly flawed. Moreover, issues with training, designing, and implementing
algorithmic systems can lead to feedback loops—where outputs of algorithmic
systems go on to affect the data inputs and thus subsequent outputs.56
Consider this cautionary tale from Michigan of a public algorithmic systems gone
awry. The state’s Unemployment Insurance Agency turned to outside vendors to
automate processes regarding unemployment data and to ultimately adjudicate and
impose penalties for benefits fraud.57 The algorithmic systems replaced humans
who had been involved in various aspects of scrutinizing unemployment claims and
was programmed or trained in a way that made it quite likely to falsely flag instances
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of fraud. Official public details about the cause of these false positives are scant,
but, according to a report from AI Now Institute, the system “falsely identified more
than 40,000 Michigan residents of suspected fraud” from October 2013 to August
2015.58 In essence, this Michigan algorithmic system, which was intended to identify
unemployment fraud, incorrectly flagged tens of thousands of Michiganders for
suspected fraud with significant consequences for those flagged, including civil
penalties, wage garnishments, and tax-refund seizures.59
Not all algorithmic systems suffer from such obvious (or detectable) errors, and
there are a variety of flaws that can imperil algorithmic systems—as well as potential mitigation efforts. Several common problems are surveyed below, which the
task force urges readers to consider for each system in the context of any expected
benefits and the legacy decision-making process that the system might supplant.60

ERROR RATES
There are many examples of algorithmic systems with high error rates, with varying
and diverse causes.
Facial-recognition systems, in particular, have been plagued by errors. Some jurisdictions across the country are embracing this technology—which has drawn the
ire of many researchers and criminal-justice reformers—while others are seeking to
curtail it.61
In a 2018 study of automated facial-recognition algorithms and associated data, Joy
Buloamwini of MIT Media Lab and Timnit Gebru, then of Microsoft Research, found
startling error rates along racial and gender lines. Their research found error rates
between 20.8% and 34.7% for “darker-skinned females”—“the most misclassified
group”—in an evaluation of three “commercial gender classification systems.”62
Additionally, they found that the systems performed better on lighter faces than
darker faces (11.8%–19.2% difference in error rate) and on male faces than female
faces (8.1%–20.6% difference in error rate).63 Critically, the report observed that
the relevant datasets serving these systems were disproportionately comprised of
“lighter-skinned subjects.”64
In congressional testimony, Buloamwini highlighted how these broader error patterns can lead to a devastating case of misidentification in real life. In spring 2019,
Sri Lankan authorities, using facial-recognition technology, falsely identified Amara
K. Majeed (an activist and then a Brown University senior) as a terrorist suspect
implicated in the Sri Lankan Easter bombings, leading to death threats and police
scrutiny of her family in Sri Lanka.65 In a startling episode in 2018, the ACLU ran
photos of members of Congress through Amazon’s Rekognition facial-recognition
offering and found flawed results: 28 members incorrectly matched with arrestees’
mugshot photos.66 Moreover, “Of the false matches, 39 percent were people
of color, even though people of color make up only 20 percent of lawmakers in
Congress.”67 In June 2020, as racial-justice protests and calls for greater police
accountability swept the country, Amazon announced a “one-year moratorium on
police use of” Rekognition.68 That suspension has continued, and other tech companies have similarly stepped away from offering facial-recognition technologies to
law enforcement.69
And in Detroit, in the wake of a New York Times account of a man wrongfully arrested
in January 2020 after an incorrect algorithmic identification, the police chief there
acknowledged that the facial-recognition system in question had a remarkably
high error rate, saying: “If we would use the software only [to identify subjects],
we would not solve the case 95-97 percent of the time. … If we were just to use the
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This excerpt from a New York Times report tells the story of a
man wrongfully arrested due to a facial algorithm’s error.
technology by itself, to identify someone, I would say 96 percent of the time it
would misidentify.” 70
Meredith Whitaker of New York
University’s AI Now Institute, who also
presented to the task force, testified
before the U.S. House Committee on
Oversight and Reform that “[f]acial recognition reflects and amplifies historical
and present-day discrimination.” 71
Facial-recognition systems are not
the only systems that can suffer from
inaccurate results. Analysis by ProPublica
found that Broward County, Florida,
relied on an algorithmic system that
falsely labeled Black criminal defendants
as nearly twice as likely to re-offend as
White criminal defendants.72 That system (called “COMPAS”) reportedly relied
on data that included questions about
parents’ incarceration history—a racially
fraught piece of data with obvious implications for bias and fairness, particularly
in areas with legacies of racially biased
criminal-justice systems.73 A subsequent
study by Northpointe Inc. (the company
behind COMPAS) countered and offered
evidence refuting “the claim that
the COMPAS risk scales were biased
against black defendants in a sample of
pretrial defendants in Broward County,
Florida.” 74

BIASED DATA
A common question from the public
posed to the task force was, “What
information informs the tool?” There
may be no more important question to
ask in examining the potential for bias in
algorithmic system–based decision-making. Algorithmic systems—like human
processes to make decisions in government—can, and often do, suffer from
bias embedded in the data on which
such systems rely.75

NON-REPRESENTATIVE DATA

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||

On a Thursday afternoon in January, Robert Julian-Borchak
Williams was in his office at an automotive supply company when
he got a call from the Detroit Police Department telling him to come
<<<<<<<<<<<<<
to the station to be arrested. He thought at first that it was a prank.

An hour later, when he pulled into his driveway in a quiet subdi1vision
0 0 10 0 111Hills,
0 01 in
11Farmington
0 Mich., a police car pulled up behind,
blocking him in. Two officers got out and handcuffed Mr. Williams
on his front lawn, in front of his wife and two young daughters,
who were distraught. The police wouldn’t say why he was being
000 10 010 0 01 10 0
arrested, only showing him a piece of paper with his photo and the
words “felony warrant” and “larceny.”
/ His
/ / / /wife,
/ / / / /Melissa,
/ / / / / / / /asked
/ / / / / where he was being taken. “Google it,” she

recalls an officer replying.
The police drove Mr. Williams to a detention center. He had his mug
shot, fingerprints and DNA taken, and was held overnight. Around
noon on Friday, two detectives took him to an interrogation room
and placed three pieces of paper on the table, face down.

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||
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“When’s the last time you went to a Shinola store?” one of the
detectives asked, in Mr. Williams’s recollection. Shinola is an
upscale boutique that sells watches, bicycles and leather goods in
the trendy Midtown neighborhood of Detroit. Mr. Williams said he
and his wife had checked it out when the store first opened in 2014.
The detective turned over the first piece of paper. It was a still
image from a surveillance video, showing a heavyset man, dressed
in black and wearing a red St. Louis Cardinals cap, standing in front
of a watch display. Five timepieces, worth $3,800, were shoplifted.
“Is this you?” asked the detective.
The second piece of paper was a close-up. The photo was blurry,
but it was clearly not Mr. Williams. He picked up the image and
held it next to his face.
“No, this is not me,” Mr. Williams said. “You think all black men
look alike?”
Mr. Williams knew that he had not committed the crime in
question. What he could not have known, as he sat in the
interrogation room, is that his case may be the first known account
of an American being wrongfully arrested based on a flawed
match from a facial recognition algorithm, according to experts on
technology and the law.
Source: Kashmir Hill, “Wrongfully Accused by an Algorithm,” New York
Times (June 24, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/24/technology/facial-recognition-arrest.html.

Non-representative data will undermine
any algorithmic system. As Alice Feng
and Shuyan Wu observed in the Parametric Press, “A non-representative sample
where some groups are over- or under-represented inevitably introduces bias in the
statistical analysis.” 76
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Such errors are introduced where the difference between the sample set and the
broader population is a result of the sample itself; in other words, a sample error
exists where a sample is not representative. Feng and Wu illustrate a sampling error
by demonstrating how a sample would be skewed if, in estimating the average U.S.
household income, the sample of 100 residents included billionaire Jeff Bezos (an
overestimate). Conversely, a sample that included mostly low-income residents
would lead to an underestimate. 77
As another example, imagine an algorithmic system that relied on health data
derived only from public health sources (e.g., Medicaid, Veterans Affairs) while
excluding data from private health insurers. Or even if such an algorithmic system
included private health insurers in its data sources but excluded sources such as
free clinics or physicians who do not accept insurance, the system could be relying
on non-representative data.
Non-sampling errors can also make data non-representative. Inaccurate or missing
survey responses, poor data-collection practices, and the like can cause this type
of error.

REPRESENTATIVE BUT STILL BIASED DATA
Even where sampled data are representative of broader data, bias can nonetheless
exist. This can commonly occur where historical biases are “baked into” data by
their very nature. In one high-profile example, such errors caused a widely used
healthcare algorithmic system to suffer from bias.
In that case, researchers uncovered substantial bias in an algorithmic system that
health systems and insurers nationwide (covering approximately 200 million people)
rely on “to target patients for ‘high-risk care management’ programs.” 78 Because
the algorithmic system predicts healthcare costs, rather than illness, “At a given risk
score, Black patients are considerably sicker than White patients.” 79 In other words,
the algorithmic system was holding Black patients to a higher sickness threshold
than White patients in its scoring of patients to determine need for high-risk care
management. The authors of the study attributed the outcome to biased data:
“Unequal access to care means that we spend less money caring for Black patients
than for White patients,” thus artificially deflating the predicted healthcare costs for
Black patients and weakening the factor’s value as a proxy for predicting illness,80
while perhaps modeling and problem formulation decisions were also responsible
for the outcome. Consequently, the data here may have been representative—there
are, in fact, profound disparities in healthcare costs along racial lines—but the data
(coupled, perhaps, with modeling and problem formulation decisions) nonetheless
introduced bias because of the stark racial differences in healthcare access that
drive healthcare costs for patients.
Historical arrest data may also be representative but nonetheless racially biased
due to racial disparities in policing and enforcement practices. Representative
data that capture higher rates of arrest for Black residents would nonetheless be
biased when the effects of historically racially biased policing and prosecution are
considered. Prominent data scientists and researchers caution that criminal-history
data, in general, “is neither a reliable nor a neutral measure of underlying criminal
activity” and when used for risk-assessment tools create distorted, inaccurate,
and racially biased results.81 Criminal history data reflect patterns of policing and
prosecution in addition to, or rather than, actual criminal activity.
For example, a report from the Center on Race and Social Problems at Pitt’s School
of Social Work found that “Blacks and Whites have comparable drug use rates
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but Blacks have much higher arrest rates.” 82 The report observed that both racial
groups “are equally likely to sell and use drugs,” yet “Black youths were arrested
for drug violations at a rate nearly five times that of White youths in the city of
Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh [Metropolitan Statistical
Area],
more than nine
1 0 01
10 0 1at
110
110 0and
times in Allegheny County.” 83 There was a similar disparity for adults: “Black adults
were arrested at four times the rate of White adults for drug violations in the
city of Pittsburgh, five times in Allegheny County, seven times in the Pittsburgh
000 10 010 0 01 10 0
[Metropolitan Statistical Area], and three times in the nation.”84 Such a disconnect
between criminal activity and arrests
for that activity yields bias in arrest
///////////////////////
data—making any representative
sample of that data nonetheless biased,
A NOTE ON PRIVACY
thereby infecting any system relying on
that data.
|Legal
| | | | | |scholars
| | | | | | | | | |are
| || often challenged by the law’s
inability to keep up with the ever-evolving nature
of technology. So too for privacy advocates.

OTHER SYSTEM ISSUES

Algorithmic systems can also churn out
biased outcomes if machine-learning
algorithms themselves produce decisions even more slanted than training
data. Incentives to reinforce majority-group observations and feedback
loops both can facilitate this problem.86
With respect to the former, “[M]achine
learning algorithms are incentivized
to put more learning weight on the
majority group, thus disproportionately
predicting observations to belong to that
majority group.” 87 Feedback loops can
also lead to amplified bias in algorithmic
system predictions, exacerbating existing bias.88 As one dictionary describes
it, a feedback loop is “the path by which
some of the output of a circuit, system,
or device is returned to the input.” 89 In
essence, the input to a system ultimately
affects the system’s output, which in
turn then affects the inputs, and so on.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Algorithmic
systems can heighten concerns
about government surveillance, especially to
the extent such systems use so-called “Smart
Cities” data—that is, data mined from a network
of sensors to surveil through tagging, touching,
tracking, and the like. Such practices raise the
question of whether these digital contacts collide
with Fourth Amendment doctrine regarding
government “searches.” 85 Law Professor Andrew
Guthrie Ferguson, for example, suggests that such
acquisition of personal data triggers scrutiny under
the Fourth Amendment and might violate the
Constitution.

Although resolving such constitutional issues is
beyond the scope of this report, the task force is
nonetheless sensitive to the privacy implications of
the data collection often underlying public algorithmic systems and encourages embedding privacy
protections alongside data-collection rules.

Feedback loops can perpetuate harms in current systems and structures, such as
the criminal-justice context: “Deploying predictive policing systems in jurisdictions
with extensive histories of unlawful police practices presents elevated risks that
dirty data will lead to flawed or unlawful predictions, which in turn risk perpetuating
additional harm via feedback loops throughout the criminal justice system.” 90

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY
Beyond the substantive problems that can plague algorithmic systems, a lack of
transparency can undermine public faith and confidence in governmental use of
algorithmic systems. The popular notion of an algorithmic “black box” has some
truth to it, and people are loath to trust something that feels concealed from public
scrutiny or where accountable elected officials have no role in oversight.
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A lack of transparency can result
from a lack of public oversight of—or
insight into—algorithmic systems
and underlying data. Many private
algorithmic-system vendors on which
governments rely do not make available
their systems or training data for public
review. Similarly, such companies typically do not explain how systems reach
decisions in an effort to keep their algorithms from being reverse-engineered.
Both the public and elected officials
are blocked from effective oversight of
systems under those conditions.

Consider this example from Florida, where the Pasco County
Sheriff’s Office “keeps a secret list of kids it thinks could ‘fall
|into
| | | |a| life
| | | |of
| |crime’
| | | | | |based
||
on factors like whether they’ve been
abused or gotten a D or an F in school.”91 The data are drawn
from school district records and state Department of Children
and<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Families information. Neither the children nor their parents
are informed when children are added on the list or how the
system weighs or treats the data, which is especially problematic
given disparities in discipline at the school district: Black
1 0 01 110 0 10 0 1110
students and students with disabilities in Pasco County are twice
as likely to be suspended or referred to law enforcement.
Source:
Kathleen
McGrory, Pasco’s sheriff uses grades and
000 10Neil
010Bedi
0 01&10
0
abuse histories to label schoolchildren potential criminals, Tampa Bay
Times, Nov. 19, 2020, https://projects.tampabay.com/projects/2020/
investigations/police-pasco-sheriff-targeted/school-data.
///////////////////////

So too is such oversight likely thwarted
where review of the substantive judgments inherent in a system are shielded.
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||
Neither the system nor the data92 when kept obscured from the public can provide
adequate transparency because algorithmic tools make a series of determinations
“about what data to use, include or exclude, how to weight the data, and what
<<<<<<<<<<<<<
information to emphasize or deemphasize.” 93 According
to law professors Robert
Brauneis and Ellen Goodman (a task force member), “[T]here are three principal
impediments to making government use of big data prediction transparent: (1) the
absence of appropriate record generation practices around algorithmic processes;
(2) insufficient government insistence on appropriate disclosure practices; and
(3) the assertion of trade secrecy or other confidential privileges by government
contractors.” 94
Sufficient transparency allows the public to ensure that a system is making tradeoffs
consistent with public policy. A common tradeoff is balancing the risk of false positives
and false negatives. A programmer may choose to weigh those in a manner different
than policymakers or the public might prefer. An example from Philadelphia highlights
this tension: “Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department’s risk prediction
algorithm for violent recidivism among probationers ... predicts the likelihood of a
probationer committing a violent crime within two years of release, and classifies
the population as high, medium, and low risk. The algorithm was constructed by
treating historical false negatives as 2.6 times more costly than false positives.” 95
After examination, officials changed that rate to better align with department goals
to ensure that the system was not overclassifying probationers as high risk.96

LACK OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
When a public agency procures a system from an outside vendor—rather than
develops a system internally or with assistance from an outside vendor or
expert—the agency typically does not own the system, or sometimes even the data.
Consequently, the governmental entity ends up with less control and authority over
the system, including directing changes and revisions to the system, than it would
have over a system that it owns.

DESIGNER DEMOGRAPHICS AND DESIGN CHOICES
The community of those who prepare, develop, and implement algorithmic systems
is disproportionately filled with those with advanced degrees (typically men) who
often do not look like or share the lived experience of the people affected by the
systems they design.97 Such demographic divides can undermine developers’
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understanding or ability to appreciate the problems or lived experiences of those
subject to algorithmic systems.

OVERWEIGHTING ALGORITHMIC SYSTEM OUTCOMES
When algorithmic systems’ outcomes are merely suggestive in nature—as opposed
to mandatory—a human component of decision-making is still critical to the process
or function at issue. Yet research suggests that humans place inconsistent weight
on algorithmic systems’ outcomes, with those from less privileged backgrounds and
wielding less power exerting less independence in disregarding algorithmic systems’
outcomes.98 Relatedly, when humans place too much confidence in algorithmic systems’ outcomes, algorithmic systems can exert undue influence on decision-making
processes that are supposed to incorporate more human judgment,99 and humans
might rely on algorithmic suggestions more heavily when the suggestions reinforce
their own inclinations.100

INADEQUATE PUBLIC INPUT AND DIRECTION
The absence of public input and direction regarding the development and embrace
of algorithmic systems (a corollary to the transparency issues discussed above) is
a common failure of governmental introduction of algorithmic systems. Task force
community feedback and scholarship identified this problem, which can undermine
public acceptance of and trust in algorithmic systems, regardless of how effective a
system might be.
The task force concurs with this observation from the Centre for Data Ethics and
Innovation:
“A range of transparency measures already exist around current public-sector
decision-making processes. There is a window of opportunity to ensure that
we get transparency right for algorithmic decision-making as adoption starts to
increase.”101
In Boston, for example, the public school system looked to an algorithm to improve
bus schedules: more efficiency in routes, reduced excess bus travel, better
accommodations for disabled students, optimized school start times, and equity
considerations. Despite a community-engagement process and close work with the
city, this “marvel” of an algorithm nonetheless met “strong and swift” “pushback”
from the public.102 As task force member Ellen Goodman wrote in describing the
incident, “The consultations had not effectively described how the start time
shifts in particular would change students’ schedules and they had not given
families opportunities to play with the model,” and the protesting public blamed
the algorithm—which could have been tuned to optimize for other objectives—for
failures of political process.103 This episode highlights an important consideration
for policymakers: Even when an algorithmic system might improve outcomes on
certain metrics, the public’s distrust or rejection of the system can imperil it.104

This section surveyed some of the problems that algorithmic systems
might carry into government decision-making. Some of those problems
might already exist (or even be worse) in legacy decision-making.
Consequently, the task force urges stakeholders to take a proper accounting of the expected costs and benefits of an algorithmic system—weighed
against the process it would supplant—when considering such a system.
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IV. Task Force Recommendations
Our regional governments’ embrace of algorithmic systems—and the growth of
those systems—is happening against a backdrop of disparities in transparency and
oversight across different agencies of regional governments. Moreover, without
caution, these systems have the potential to perpetuate or cause harm and inequity, especially for members of marginalized communities and groups, or to weaken
trust in government. In some careful applications, algorithmic systems can offer
the promise of improving upon legacy decision-making processes. It is clear to the
task force that our region is at a moment ripe for examination and action to chart
a responsible and consistent path forward. That path ought to be one that not only
confronts the biases and harms that might flow from some systems but also works
to build trust in government.
There is no meaningful, concrete oversight effort regarding algorithmic systems in
place in this country which the task force could simply look to adapt to our region.
To be sure, there are other models and proposals
from which to learn to varying degrees,105 and the
Our hope is that these recommendations
task force sought to learn from experience and
will push agencies to foster public
experts both within and beyond our region.

participation, bolster meaningful scrutiny

The practices below, if adopted, will not fundaof agencies’ algorithmic systems, and
mentally restructure systems of injustice and
set conditions for improved government
oppression where they exist, but they are designed
decision-making.
to make more than just incremental improvements
in governmental processes. Our hope is that these
recommendations will push agencies to foster
public participation, bolster meaningful scrutiny of agencies’ algorithmic systems,
and set conditions for improved government decision-making.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
RECOMMENDATION 1

1

Encourage meaningful public participation, commensurate with
the risk level of the potential system.
The task force believes that not all algorithmic systems are alike and that each
presents different levels of risk. Moreover, such risks exist in general in government
decision-making, irrespective of the deployment of an algorithmic system in that
decision-making process. Some systems (and the decisions they shape) implicate
liberty, others affect the allocation of resources, and still others might simply
influence mundane public functions such as management of traffic patterns.
These varying risk levels, in the view of the task force, ought to inform the depth of
government efforts to bring the public in to participate in the lifecycle of a system
(and the decision-making process it will inform).
Consequently, government leaders should understand the relative risk of any given
system as an initial matter. To assist in that assessment, the task force found the
framework proposed by Gretchen Greene of the AI and Governance Assembly to be
useful. Under the framework, levels of risk are defined as “the likelihood of causing
serious harm through discrimination, inaccuracy, unfairness or lack of
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explanation.”106 The table below from the framework presents some common
algorithmic systems and their corresponding risk levels:

LOW RISK

Infrastructure maintenance and repair

HIGH RISK

Disaster management

Regulatory inspections

Criminal justice
Entitlement decisions
Firing decisions
Child protection services

Potholes (Boston)

Wildfire spread predicition (U.S. Forest Service)

Restaurants (Chicago,
Boston)

Landslide detection
(NASA–rescue for
isolated villages)

Building fire code
(Atlanta, New Orleans)

Predictive policing
Court sentencing

Source: Gretchen Greene, Potholes, Rats and Criminals: A Framework for AI Ethical Risk107

The framework also provides a series of questions designed to provide insights into
the “kind and seriousness of the possible harm” that the system might cause.107 In
the table below, answers are provided for common examples of algorithmic
systems, demonstrating how such examples are assessed at different levels of risk:

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

Pothole detection
phone sensor app

Landslide detection
(NASA–rescue for
isolated villages)

Restaurants health
department inspection scheduling

Criminal court
risk score used in
sentencing

Minimal or none

Minimal or none

Low

Medium to high

Citizen data use opt in/ Opt in
opt out

No opt out

No opt out

No opt out and possible self incrimination

Use of class data or
proxies where class
has special antidiscrimination legal
protections

None

None

Minimal

Medium (no direct race
input but studies have
shown results vary by
race)

Seriousness of worst
possible citizen harm,
e.g. loss of life, liberty,
or property

Minimal or noon

High (harm = not found Low
for rescue but compare Secondary cause
to status quo)

Use of citizen data

Secondary/indirect
cause

Barriers to citizen
Low (if alternate
challenges to the data/ method exists to
algorithm as discrimreport potholes)
inatory, inaccurate,
unfair or lacking
explanation

Secondary/indirect
cause
High

High

Source: Gretchen Greene, Potholes, Rats and Criminals: A Framework for AI Ethical Risk107
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High
Direct government
taking of liberty or
property
High

The task force does not believe that these questions need to be rigidly followed;
however, this framework presents a workable, flexible approach that could help
agencies understand algorithmic system risk. Armed with that risk assessment,
agencies could thus undertake a public process tailored to the system’s expected
risk. The task force encourages agencies to include in risk assessments public
consultation about risk level.
As described below in Recommendation 2, agencies should publish baseline
information about the proposed system: what the system is, its purposes, the
data on which it relies, its intended outcomes, and how it supplants or replaces
existing processes, as well as likely or potential social, racial, and economic harms
and privacy effects to be mitigated. That disclosure can be a jumping off point for
agencies to invite the public to participate, consistent with the system’s risk level.
Such engagement could include public forums, social media campaigns, diverse
advertising, and other opportunities for members of the public to comment on
the system. For the highest-risk systems, agencies should consider the whole range of
options to reach members of the public. An emphasis on communities and organizations
representative of those most likely to be affected by the system is essential. Outreach
should invite the public in to discuss whether the potential system’s goals and
purposes are embraced by the community, and outreach should continue after
system deployment (especially regarding any substantive
changes or revisions to the system).

“

Approach the community
at the onset of a problem
where an algorithm might
be a solution.”

There is a key distinction to be drawn between public-
comment opportunities—which would be insufficient for
higher-risk systems—and more robust public participation,
which the task force encourages. As a resource, agencies
might look to the work of researchers from New Zealand
—Community member attending
and the United States (including task force member
public task force meeting
Alexandra Chouldechova) who conducted a study to
learn through workshops “about the concerns of affected
communities in the context of child welfare services.”108
Their insights and findings would be invaluable to shaping effective participatory
design approaches, as would consulting New Zealand’s national guidelines for
obtaining social license for data use, which were informed by public participation.109
For the lowest-risk systems, the task force believes that it will usually be sufficient
for agencies to offer straightforward comment avenues along with public disclosure
and input opportunities.

RECOMMENDATION 2

2

Involve the public in algorithmic system development plans,
from the earliest stages through any later substantive changes to
the system.
Algorithms can be mystifying to people, leading to
distrust of, or overreliance on, a tool or system that is
not easily understood or assessed—often irrespective
of the system’s performance. Although transparency
alone cannot unlock the complexities of machine learning
and the like, the value of openness could serve both to
promote public participation and knowledge and to allow
greater scrutiny of algorithms. This is especially important
in the context of public algorithmic systems—the focus

“

An algorithm would be useful
to identify the root problems
and to allocate the right services, training, and resources
needed to mitigate the
problem.”

—Community member attending
public task force meeting
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of the task force—where governments are relying on these systems to perform or
assist public functions that impact residents’ lives.
Hetan Shah, for example, argues that the opportunity for positive social impacts
from algorithmic systems requires a “licence to operate” from the public.110 This
“licence to operate” (or social license) includes a role for transparency.111 There is
further scholarship focused on how best to foster meaningful debate about whether
an algorithmic application is acceptable (and how best to participate in the development of such systems), grounded in a recognition that such public involvement
is required to obtain social license.112 The example discussed above from Boston—
where a seemingly effective school-busing algorithm was nonetheless imperiled by
strong public pushback—highlights the consequences of inadequate, insufficient, or
non-responsive engagement with the public: public distrust and potential abandonment of a system.
The public shared with us many concerns regarding transparency (or a lack thereof)
with algorithmic systems. Even in a community session with “grasstops” leaders,
there was a sense of surprise at the scope of algorithmic systems already in use
and a perception of a lack of engagement with the public when those systems were
introduced. One relevant public query asked, “Are the right organizations sharing
information [about their algorithmic systems with the public], and what are they
doing with it?”
The task force’s community engagement yielded a sense from residents that government use of algorithms could be useful, but there were concerns that the systems
would not be developed in a way that reflected community values and needs.
In particular, residents are concerned that algorithms have been and would continue
to be deployed in primarily punitive efforts. There was support, however, for the
development of algorithms that are used to identify resource gaps and allocate
resources accordingly.
To improve awareness, the task force believes
that government agencies should alert the public
and government leadership of any agency plan
to develop, procure, or deploy an algorithmic
system, with an eye toward involving the public
in the decision about whether to pursue the
system. Such notification should include key
information to be meaningful, for example:
• Identification of the system and its purposes
• Description of the data on which the system
relies
• The system’s intended outcomes and
benefits
• How the system supplants or replaces
existing processes
• Likely or potential social, racial, and
economic harms and privacy effects to
be mitigated

“

It seems like a lot of algorithms are
used from a deficit model of thinking. ‘Here are the problems.’ But
where are the models for seeing our
strengths? Where are the conditions
under which you can predict health
outcomes for children, whether it’s
housing or air quality? We could use
that to site affordable housing and
prioritize affordable housing. Where
are the strengths, and where should
we be leveraging these strengths?”

— Community member attending public
task force meeting

• Identification of any non-governmental funders of the system
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Beyond mere notification, proactive engagement of the public, as reinforced and
discussed above, is important from the outset by any agency considering use of an
algorithmic system. The public should be involved in the deliberation over whether
and how to pursue a system—including the policy goals at issue—as well as later
efforts to shape, refine, and improve the system.113 Indeed, as AI Now Institute has
observed, such efforts “[r]espect the public’s right to know which systems impact
their lives.114 Moreover, as described below in Recommendation 5, the task force
believes that local governments ought to publish information about algorithmic
systems on a public website.

RECOMMENDATION 3

3

Utilize third-party reviews when a system might be higher risk.
The task force believes that agencies should subject higher-risk algorithmic systems
to outside, independent review.115 Such reviews—which should be contemplated
by agency leadership well before system deployment—can offer two fundamental
benefits.
First, a review can be useful at all stages, including identifying shortcomings,
weaknesses, errors, biases, and the like in the critical stage before full implementation. This can arm government leaders and researchers with information—gleaned
from those outside the team behind the system—which they can use to improve a
system or mitigate issues.
Second, a review can provide not only an added layer of visibility into a system
but also a basis on which public trust might be earned. A system backed up by a
fulsome third-party review might be more likely to engender public trust.
The task force believes our region is fortunate that county DHS has already established a track record of soliciting and publishing these types of reviews.116 Other
agencies ought to follow the lead of DHS in incorporating reviews into the development of algorithmic systems. Thus, we encourage agencies to obtain and publish for
each algorithmic system:
• Ethical review
• Process review117
• Impact evaluation
Earlier in this report, we detailed the DHS’s AFST and made more specific reference
to those reviews, which provided important independent scrutiny of the AFST and
DHS in a publicly accessible manner. Agencies might also consider obtaining other
reviews as appropriate (including, for example, a data-science review to examine
data practices, privacy, and security, identifying ways malicious actors could subvert
the system, and more). Moreover, there can be tremendous value in ensuring that
a system’s deployment is set up in a way that facilitates ongoing and meaningful
impact evaluation post-deployment.

RECOMMENDATION 4

4

Integrate algorithmic review into procurement processes.
Local governments in the Pittsburgh region already have established processes to
manage procurement and contracting for outside services. The task force believes
that governments could leverage those existing frameworks by adding a review to
assess whether any planned procurement might include an algorithmic system.
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Similarly, that review could also assess whether public data will be used in a way
suggesting that an algorithmic system is at play.
This review—built into existing processes with which government officials have
familiarity—would provide an internal check to ensure that algorithmic systems are
identified for government leadership and the public. When such a review flagged a
system slated for procurement, if public notification had not already occurred (as
outlined above in Recommendations 1 and 2), then government officials would have
the information needed to make that notification, both internally and externally.
For example, the City of Pittsburgh requires that every procurement contract goes
before city council after an agency has selected a vendor. Consequently, city officials
should conduct their reviews before contracts are presented to council (i.e., before
legislation is presented to council for the contract’s budget allocation), thereby
enabling members and the public to review an agency’s planned acquisition more
effectively. Moreover, the city’s Department of Innovation and Performance, which
handles software acquisition (including algorithmic systems), already has language
in its Data Governance Operational Charter that seeks to protect civil liberties and
avoid bias in algorithms: “We recognize that in achieving our mission, it is critical
that we remain committed to ensuring that our usage of data does not in any way
infringe upon the privacy or civil liberties of citizens, and that we maintain accountable and bias-free utilization of computational algorithms.”118
Local governments should consider updating existing checklists and workflows
and training those involved in procurement to account for a review of potential
algorithmic systems and/or use of public data suggestive of an algorithmic system.
Familiarity with the definition of a public algorithmic system and likely applications
will be key.

RECOMMENDATION 5

5

Require agencies to publish information about algorithmic systems
on a public website.
The task force believes that the public would be well served by local governments
maintaining a public-facing registry website where such information about algorithmic systems would be available.119 Such a website should include, in plain language,
the system-specific information included in Recommendations 1 and 2 above.
A subset of the task force is developing a website prototype—to be informed by
public participatory design—that could be the basis for city and county websites.
At a minimum, any relevant website should list the information described in
Recommendation 1 above for each algorithmic system and provide agency points
of contact. As was similarly recommended by New York City’s Automated Decision
Systems Task Force, local leadership should also consider making the information
available in printed form at Carnegie Library branches and other culturally relevant
sites, ensuring broad access even where internet access might be limited.
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RECOMMENDATION 6

6

Avoid facial recognition and related systems.
Section II above documented common errors—often with profound racial and
gender disparities—associated with biometric algorithmic systems such as facial
recognition. The potential for harm is heightened because governments typically
use facial and related systems (e.g., affect recognition) in high-risk applications that,
even if accuracy issues eventually improve, could result in invasive surveillance
that would undermine privacy. Consequently, based on the current state of these
technologies, the task force recommends that governments avoid such systems for
the foreseeable future.
This is of particular relevance in Allegheny County, where there is a network of more
than a thousand surveillance cameras (which reportedly pose a national security
threat due to their manufacturing origins in China) and the possibility of implementation of facial-recognition technology.120 Additionally, in connection with the
2020 racial-justice demonstrations in Pittsburgh, the Bureau of Police used a state
facial-recognition system (known as “JNET”) to match a social-media image to one in
the database in order to identify a person they charged with crimes.121 The bureau
apparently disregarded an agency policy that it “does not use facial recognition
software or programs,”122 highlighting the urgent need for more robust oversight of
facial-recognition capabilities. In the aftermath of the revelations about the Bureau
of Police’s reliance on JNET, Pittsburgh City Council approved a bill in September
2020 to modestly regulate facial-recognition technology, although the bill included
an exception permitting use of JNET.123 Yet in light of the bureau’s own identification
of officer disciplinary action for JNET-related misconduct,124 that JNET exception
seems troubling.

RECOMMENDATION 7

7

Evaluate effectiveness of recommendations.
The task force appreciates that the experience of local governments with these
recommendations ought to shape the future. There will inevitably be successes and
failures. We urge stakeholders to learn from those lessons in revisiting how best to
manage and oversee public algorithmic systems in our region.
Perhaps these recommendations will fall short, and there will be public support for
more robust and mandatory regulation. Or perhaps these recommendations will
hit the mark in terms of fostering innovation, ensuring that algorithmic systems do
not perpetuate existing biases, and encouraging agencies to develop algorithmic
systems through the lenses of economic, racial, and social justice. Regardless, the
task force believes that our region should leverage the knowledge that comes from
implementation of these recommendations after a year of implementation by evaluating how they might be improved in the future (perhaps through a deliberative
body within government or, like the task force, outside it).
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V. Additional Best Practices
The task force’s recommendations described above, if adopted, could provide a
balanced approach to oversight of government use of algorithms and government
innovation. They focus largely on instilling public participation and transparency,
both necessary preconditions to just algorithms. The task force also offers the
below suggestions for best practices for municipal governments more broadly.
Some are inherent in the proposed recommendations above, but the task force
thought it worthwhile to articulate them specifically. Others do not fit directly into
the discussion above but are well worth considering.

AGENCIES
ASK: DO WE NEED AN ALGORITHM?
It is easy to think an algorithm is your solution—and vendors are often happy to sell
an agency one. We anticipate a pattern in the future where algorithms are seen as
easy answers to hard problems but without necessarily improving existing efforts.
As with any significant government expense, hard questions should be asked about
whether an algorithmic system will improve residents’ lives more than an alternative effort and/or an existing process. And, as discussed elsewhere in this report,
algorithms are not solutions to systemic problems.

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU BUY—AND AVOID MISSION CREEP.
Increasingly, vendors are selling software that includes algorithmic systems an
agency might not intend to purchase (or that relies on data gathered for one
purpose but then deployed for an altogether different one). But once an agency has
a capability, it is hard not to use it. We note, of course, that if the task force’s recommendations were adopted, a new or expanded use of a system, even in previously
procured software, should be disclosed.
Likewise, once an agency has an algorithm, however procured, potential new use
cases will be identified. These also should proceed through disclosure and related
processes, as appropriate.

PROACTIVELY ADDRESS VENDOR ISSUES.
The recommendations are designed to ensure significant transparency, incentivizing
agencies to develop explainable public records around algorithm creation and use.
However, when a public agency procures a system from an outside vendor—rather
than developing the system internally or with assistance from outside vendors
or experts—the public agency typically does not own the system. Consequently,
government ends up with less control and authority over the system, including
the power to direct changes and revisions, than it would have over a system
that it owns.
As task force members Professor Ellen Goodman and Professor Robert Brauneis
have written, this can lead not only to “opacity, public disempowerment, and loss of
accountability” but also to algorithms that “may enact policy judgments that diverge
from the preferences of the electorate or its elected representatives.”125
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As algorithms become more common in municipal governance, we anticipate that
they will often be procured from vendors. At a minimum, when working with an
outside vendor, agencies should (1) require that the system is auditable; (2) maintain
ownership and access to any government data; (3) require that appropriate records
are generated; and (4) contractually limit claims of trade secrecy.
Agencies should also carefully consider hiring or assigning personnel with responsibility for algorithmic system issues. Such responsibility should include not only
facilitating public participation, but also spearheading agency efforts in guiding the
development and/or procurement of algorithmic systems.

TRAIN YOUR PEOPLE.
Any algorithmic system should be interpretable to the public—as well as to the
employees who use it. Agencies must ensure that employees understand any
limitations regarding what a system was designed for. For example, we have seen in
other jurisdictions that systems designed only for pre-trial detention decisions are
sometimes then used for sentencing, a use the developer of those systems never
intended and did not build them for. An agency and its employees should know
what a system does—and does not do—and how reliable it really is. Employees
using such systems often have little sense of accuracy rates of systems, essential
information if one is relying on it to make a decision. This will also help limit deskilling of an agency’s workforce.
Relatedly, agencies should be aware of the risks of automation bias and train their
employees accordingly. When algorithmic system outcomes are suggestive in
nature—as opposed to mandatory—a human component of decision-making is still
critical to the process or function at issue. When humans place too much confidence
in algorithmic system outcomes, such systems can exert undue influence on decision-making processes that are supposed to incorporate more human judgment.
Agencies relying on algorithms also need employees who are capable of interrogating an algorithm: e.g., scrutinizing its modeling and development, data sets,
outputs, processes, and more. Relying on a developer to have done so is irresponsible at best, both in development and deployment stages.

ENSURE ETHICAL DATA COLLECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND GOVERNANCE.
Municipal governments are collecting and will only continue to expand collecting
residents’ data. Data are necessary for good policymaking. In particular, good
(and often unbelievable volumes of) data are necessary for good algorithms. Yet,
resident data raise numerous ethical and safety issues—from consent to quality
control to security.
We urge stakeholders to emphasize ethical data governance, including holding sensitive data for only as long as necessary and implementing robust
security safeguards.
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PUBLIC
MITIGATING ALGORITHMIC BIAS WILL NOT FIX SYSTEMIC ISSUES.
Algorithmic bias is a symptom of much larger systemic issues. Mitigating it is
important but no silver bullet. This task force came together because we believe it
is a critical and pressing need to provide more oversight of algorithmic use in local
government—something that can perpetuate and even further lock in existing injustices. However, fixing algorithms will not fix racism or poverty or injustice. When we
think about algorithmic oversight as communities, as advocates, as individuals, we
should approach it with this limitation in mind.

ALGORITHMS ARE NOT PERFECT, BUT NEITHER ARE HUMANS.
We should not expect perfection from our government algorithms. But we should
expect that agencies are able to demonstrate that algorithmic systems produce
equal or better outcomes than human processes, and there must be a way for the
public to interrogate and challenge such systems.

PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCESS.
The task force hopes that our recommendations will be adopted. If so, success
will depend on the depth of public participation. You do not need to be a technical
expert to participate. Public deliberation and engagement are crucial in determining
whether an algorithm is an appropriate tool in a particular context and whether
appropriate conditions for its use have been met. You are an expert on the needs of
you, your family, and your community.

OTHERS
We have intentionally not directed recommendations to developers of algorithmic
systems. The responsibility of these systems in government use rests with government. However, we note that there is a large and growing body of literature and
efforts around algorithmic fairness, and we encourage
developers to engage with this literature and other
resources thoroughly and responsibly.
Acceptance of algorithmic systems

should begin with assessments of

However, because we in the Pittsburgh region are
needs and capabilities and how
fortunate to have an extraordinary research community with the skills to develop algorithmic tools, it bears
algorithmic tools might improve
mentioning that we encourage that both researchers
governmental decision-making.
and those who might fund their work identify whether
algorithms are wanted and needed both by relevant
communities and agencies before embarking on
efforts. Acceptance of algorithmic systems should
begin with assessments of needs and capabilities and how algorithmic tools might
improve governmental decision-making. As one member of the public asked at
a community event, “What was the problem someone was trying to fix through
developing [this] algorithm?”
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VI. Conclusion
The task force’s recommendations aim to equip policymakers with actionable and
concrete steps to manage and mitigate potential harms of our region’s public algorithmic systems while still ensuring those systems have a chance to flourish where
appropriate. Public participation is a theme throughout our recommendations,
inspired by our belief that government ought to be responsive to residents.
The task force cannot advise how to resolve every conflict that might arise when
an agency is deciding whether to turn to an algorithmic solution. Rather, we believe
that those decisions should be made in public, with informed and open debate. This
should involve people considering potential harms and their associated mitigation
efforts against expected improvements relative to legacy decision-making systems.
Our recommendations aim to facilitate those debates about the appropriateness
of algorithmic systems in an open and public forum, one where these issues are
confronted publicly, against a backdrop of fulsome public disclosures, with clear
opportunities for participation and comment.
We expect and encourage deliberations on our recommendations and are confident
that what we have crafted is but the beginning—and not the end—of a solution
for our region. And our region’s governments would be wise to work constantly to
improve upon these recommendations, learning from early lessons in practice.
The task force’s hope is that the Pittsburgh region will become a model for
others across the country similarly confronting the proliferation of algorithms in
government. The cost of sitting idly by during this transformative era in municipal
government could be high, especially for the most marginalized among us.
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Appendix: Community Feedback
Summary
Submitted by task force member LaTrenda Sherrill, Common Cause Consultants
The governmental use of algorithms in Allegheny County is a key issue of public
concern. After feedback sessions with community leaders and residents, the
perspective shared by many was that although algorithms created and deployed by
the government can be cost-effective time-savers, they are developed in a vacuum
without community consultation. Stakeholders felt that government-produced
algorithms tend to deliberately produce negative results either through purposeful
bias, such as discriminatory assessment tools and data, or negligence from a lack of
diverse algorithm designers. These algorithms appear to promote ways to restrict
resources to communities instead of connecting the support needed to change the
outcomes communicated by the algorithms. The task of making decisions about
what is needed in a community should be a collaborative effort and cannot be
achieved without transparency, accountability, and effective public education. This
research aimed to understand public perception of municipal algorithms and the
community’s desired role in their use. Overall, community members posed key
questions for decision-makers to consider:
• How might we create an algorithm that reflects what we value as a society?
• How might we educate our community on the purpose of an algorithm and its
continued use?
• How might we include the voices of those who are most impacted by an
algorithm in the process of its development?

OVERVIEW OF THE COMMUNITY-ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
As algorithms are deployed and developed throughout the Pittsburgh region, there
are concerns that few efforts to ensure transparency and accountability are being
deployed alongside them. To understand this fully, outreach began in the spring
of 2020 to solicit community feedback. The task force originally planned four initial
meetings; however, only two were possible due to Pennsylvania’s stay-at-home
order. Outreach continued during the summer months, which led to a number of
virtual gatherings (in addition to two in-person community meetings before COVIDrelated shutdowns), including a virtual workshop at the University of Pittsburgh’s
Pitt Diversity Forum, one guest appearance on a Facebook Live show, and one
virtual community meeting.
For the first meeting, more than 100 organizational leaders were invited to participate in a conversation at the Community Engagement Center in the Homewood
neighborhood of Pittsburgh. For the second meeting, which also took place in
Homewood, the task force attracted public participation through social media. In
total, 47 community members and organizational leaders participated in the two
sessions.
In addition, the task force contributed to a workshop titled “Equity and Justice in
Government Algorithms,” which occurred as part of the Pitt Diversity Forum. The
workshop was led by Michelle McMurray, task force member and then-director of
grantmaking at the Pittsburgh Foundation; Erin Dalton, then-deputy director of DHS
and a member of our government advisory panel; Richard Purcell, English professor
at Carnegie Mellon University; and LaTrenda Sherrill, lead consultant at Common
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Cause Consultants and a task force member. The workshop was facilitated by Chris
Deluzio, policy director of Pitt Cyber and a task force member. A number of local
community members, university officials, and even those outside of Pennsylvania
participated in the conversation, which totaled slightly more than 100 people.
To better understand the broader public’s understanding of algorithms, the task
force participated in the weekly Facebook Live conversation titled “What Black
Pittsburgh Needs to Know about COVID-19.” An initiative of 1Hood Media, the series
began in March as a way to keep the Black community informed about events that
directly affect them. Each week, the hosts, Jasiri X (1Hood), Dr. Jamil Bey (Urbankind
Institute), and Cheryl Hall Russell (BW3 Consulting), interview a specialist in accordance with that week’s theme. The episode in which the task force participated
garnered more than 18,000 views on Facebook.
Finally, the task force attended Lawrenceville United’s monthly community meeting.
The group had discussed a number of issues related to public safety; the abundant
interest from Lawrenceville residents resulted in a robust discussion. Ten people
attended the virtual meeting, and about 20 people watched through Facebook Live.
During the meetings, we shared an overview of the Pittsburgh Task Force on Public
Algorithms, and we asked attendees to provide a definition of “algorithm.” The digital
tool Menti allowed participants to respond to the prompt anonymously, and at first,
most respondents originally associated algorithms with advanced math or science.
Once there was a concrete understanding of what algorithms were, how they
worked, and how they are used to make decisions in the real world, stakeholders had
a chance to comment on a few key questions related to specific algorithms. These
included algorithms that are currently in use by the local police, Allegheny County
DHS, and the Allegheny County courts system. Some of the questions posed:

• What assures you about the usage of municipal algorithims?
• What do you feel confident about?
• What about this work gives you pause?
• What is proising about this, or could use a bit more refinement?

After commenting on specific questions, participants were asked to think more
broadly about algorithms and their interaction with the public. They were asked
about how communities should be consulted in an algorithm’s creation and use,
as well as how algorithms should be deployed and overseen. Attendees had an
opportunity to express how algorithms had played a part in their lives and how they
should function within communities. Below is a summary of feedback gathered at
the meetings.

THEMES FROM COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
REDEFINING PURPOSE
Stakeholders identified that algorithms are useful tools, if and when the goals are to
support the community and identify resource gaps. They suggested that algorithms
could be used to identify root problems (especially in marginalized communities)
and to allocate services, training, and resources to strengthen community support
systems. There were concerns that when algorithms are not used that way, they can
do more harm than good. Algorithmic tools must be able to explicitly account for
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nuance and context. Community members suggested that many issues algorithms
try to solve are not “black and white,” so there needs to be a system in place where
algorithms are used alongside case-by-case considerations. It is essential to focus
on how tools will positively affect communities going forward.

CODEVELOPING WITH COMMUNITY
Stakeholders recommended that local governments make more of an effort to share
issues that may require objective tools with the public. Participants suggested that
local governments approach the community at the onset of a problem or issue when
it arises in order to share how an algorithm can be a possible solution to that issue.
Before an algorithm is deployed, the government should hold meetings with representatives of community organizations and cultural groups, as well as individual
residents. Public hearings, facilitated by the local government, should be conducted
so that decision-makers can hear directly from citizens. An ethical framework to
evaluate and assess the implementation of a public algorithm should be created and
widely accepted. Communication with the public should be the priority.
Further comments suggested an independent board of experts to review algorithmic tools for appropriate use and training. It would also help to have monthly
reports of successes, failures, and corrective measures regarding algorithms. Those
who have lived experience with the systems that algorithms seek to improve should
be part of the solution.
An example of a tool that would benefit from this kind of public collaboration is the
Pre-Trial Risk Assessment Tool. Although the assessment in its current form helps to
remove bias from subjective decisions and removes some of the power prosecutors
and police have to influence bail-related decisions, the tool operates in a flawed
way. Some of the items on the assessment are discriminatory of age, location of
residence, employment, and history. The tool does not consider the reasoning
behind certain behaviors (such as failing to appear for court), nor does it consider
positive factors that work in favor of the defendant. One community member
noted, “A system that predicts [something] negative based on history? You will get
more negativity!” In order to avoid perpetuating a cycle that prioritizes biased data,
reconsider the details of the assessment and consider other factors that contextualize the data points.
When developing algorithms, decision-makers need to ensure that the results of
the algorithms will reach people who matter. Government leaders should work with
their communities to determine which problems can fall under the purview of an
algorithm and which ones cannot. A community member asked, “Which problems (if
any) do you consider too high-stakes for algorithms?”

PROMOTING TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
The community expressed that it was vital for them to know who creates and
controls the algorithms. As one community member asked: “When the algorithms
go wrong, who is at fault?” Community members voiced that any algorithms in
use must be repeatedly examined and reviewed. Comprehensive review needs to
include an algorithm’s impact at technological and human levels; specifically, review
needs to ensure that the tools are continuously serving their purpose. Also important, are certain groups more impacted than others based on the results of the
algorithm? Unintended consequences of this work are possible, and stakeholders
encourage leaders to take time to reflect and iterate as needed. There needs to be
a system for updating algorithms, as well as determining how often they need to be
changed. This system needs to be codified, as well.
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The government should also examine which predictive models are actually working
and which are not. Predictive policing is a concept that stakeholders suggest
should not fall under the purview of algorithms. Because the history of policing has
involved instances of bias and prejudice, the public is concerned about the possible
framing bias that officers will gain based on algorithmic data. The community does
not want algorithms to result in oversaturated policing. This type of algorithm
optimizes arrests, which can be extremely harmful to vulnerable communities. The
target of the algorithm needs to be redefined, and the government should rethink
predictive policing as a way to prevent crime. It was expressed that if algorithms
are showing that specific communities are “hot spots” for crime, the government
should follow suit and allocate resources to those places—not send additional ways
to “punish” the community. Many community members believe that an algorithmic
tool would most beneficial if used for alternative prevention rather than policing.
In addition, community members emphasized that they would like to know how
organizations are using the information generated from the algorithms. The
Allegheny County Family Screening Tool, which purports to improve child safety
through call screening, is an example of where transparency is needed from the
government. Community members felt that government leaders should clarify
what specific problem the tool solves and not only ensure the public that the
data collected are accurate, but also that it will support the well-being of families
and children.
Stakeholders expressed that there is a need to redefine and broaden the ways that
local governments are interpreting data from automated decision tools in order to
determine the right resources needed to combat the negative outcomes—and then
make those interpretations public. Additionally, they expressed concerns about the
need to broaden who is interpreting the data. Encouraging diverse perspectives
that create and interpret algorithmic results is key.

CONCLUSION
The community wants to ensure that the government is addressing systemic issues;
the public wants assurances that algorithms don’t widen current disparities. The
concern is that technology is being used as a scapegoat for erroneous decisions that
people make. Algorithms run the risk of being just as biased as humans. Therefore,
algorithm designers must be well-versed in racism at systematic and institutional
levels. It is also essential that designers and implementers understand how algorithms have disproportionately affected people of color in the past. This will be a
step in the right direction in terms of ensuring equity.
At the core of these conversations, the community
An algorithm can be used to
wants to be assured that state and local governments
truly want to strengthen and rehabilitate the commudetermine what jail you go
nity as opposed to criminalize community members.
to, what your sentence would
The government, in all of its dealings, needs to have
be, determine probation and
the community’s best interests at heart.

“

There is still additional work to be done to engage
the community in this process. In the meantime,
the task force hopes to improve general awareness
of municipal algorithms and cement the public’s
role in the development and implementation of
algorithmic systems.

parole. This could be a chain
around a Black man’s neck that
he can never get off because
of the structure.”

— Community member attending public
task force meeting
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